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Description New 2024 Ember RV E-Series 22MLQ Ember RV E-Series travel trailer highlights:
Large Slide Out Pass-Through Storage True Residential Queen Bed Full Bath Air
Fryer Convection Microwave   Camping trips just got a whole lot better in this
tandem axle, single slide travel trailer! Once you arrive at the campground, you can
put out the 18' power awning, grab your camp chairs from the pass-through
storage, and relax! When you're getting hungry, head to the rear corner kitchen
that includes ample counter space, a two burner cooktop, plus a 10 cu. ft. 12V
refrigerator. There is also a pantry to store snacks and paper goods! You can get
cozy after dinner on the theater seating that sits directly across from the HDTV
for easy viewing, and there is a legless dinette if game night is in order. When
you're ready for bed, the queen bed up front will provide a great night's rest, and
there is a privacy curtain if you have a guest staying over on the dinette. And don't
worry about storage space; this model has you covered with dual bedroom
wardrobes, overhead cabinets, and convenient shoe storage!   With any E-Series
travel trailer by Ember RV you will enjoy a lightweight RV with all the "Essentials"
needed for memorable trips in the great outdoors! Each model is constructed with
durable laminated Azdel Onboard composite walls, a full walkable roof with a
one-piece Tufflex PVC roofing material, and a gel-coated fiberglass exterior. The
Dexter axles with E-Z lube hubs and forward self-adjusting electric brakes plus
Goodyear Endurance tires will provide a smooth tow from home to campground.
You will appreciate the Congoleum DiamondFlor "carpetless" interior that is easy
to clean, and the hardwood framed cabinet doors will create a more residential
feel. Each model includes a tankless on-demand water heater for endless hot
showers and an 18,000 BTU Max Cool "Whisper Quiet" A/C, which is the largest
single A/C in its class! An EmberLink Smart RV system will let you easily control
features such as lights and slides and you can wash away those rainy day blues
by watching the HDTV with a built-in Bluetooth AV system. If you're looking for
off-grid capabilities, you might want to choose the optional Off-Grid Solar
Package with 400 total watts of solar panels, a 2,000W Pure Sine wave inverter,
and a Victron MPPT solar controller! Front Bedroom

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 42451
VIN Number: mesa-42451
Condition: New
Length: 325
GVW: 6995
Sleeps: 3
Slideouts: 1

Item address 2501 E Main St, 85213, Mesa, Arizona, United States
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